
 

 

               MISSED CHANCES                  23.10 
 

We played our first league match which we lost 13-17. Whenever you lose you do fret over the lost 
opportunities. Others mistakes is what they are, it's your own you have to focus on as they are the only 
mistakes you have control over! 
 

    North 

♠A K 7 5 3 

♥A K Q J 4 
♦A 9 

♣A 

 
  South 

♠Q J 6 

♥10 8 

♦10 8 5 4 
♣Q 7 6 5  

 

None of the teams reached the good slam. At our table the bidding was short and brutal: 
 

Me   Nick 

2 ♣   -   2 ♦ 
4 ♠   -      Pass 

 

2 Clubs was strong and 2 Diamonds showed 0-1 controls (Ace = 2 and K = 1) as well as less than 6 hcp. I 

then behaved like a cave man and though Nick might have some reasons to move on, the fault is mine. 
This is how it should have been bid 
 

Me   Nick 
2 ♣   2 ♦(1) 
2 ♠(2)   3 ♠(3) 
4 ♣(4)   4 ♠(5) 
4NT(6)   5 ♣(7) 
5♦(8)  5 NT(9) 
6♠ 

 
(1) 0-5 hcp, 0-1 Controls 
(2) 5+ Spades 
(3) Spade support and “some useful cards” 
(4) Cue bid 
(5) No kings to cue bid below 4 spads 
(6) RKCB 
(7) 0 Key cards (can't be 3 as responder has 0-1 controls only) 
(8) Queen of Spades? 
(9) Yes, but no King of clubs 
 

The Contract is not 100% as a 5-0 split in spades might set you.  
Win the heart lead and cash one high spade in dummy.  
If both players follow you can claim your 12 tricks unless you want to see if you can get an overtrick. Play a 
spade to your King, and if both players follows, play hearts and discard diamonds. 
 If  the hand with the missing spade has 5 hearts as well, you get to ruff your diamond loser and can enter 
your hand with the club ace and play trumps from the top for 13 tricks, not that important in a team match 
but an imp is an imp!    
 

Espen  Gisvold   


